Captain’s report

the horn has
sounded…
	As the seasons change from fall to winter; from winter to spring; spring to summer and back to fall, the strategies, schemes
and plays change in the athletic programs
of schools across the country. Coaches and
their staff are constantly brainstorming new
ways to gain an advantage over their upcoming opponent; closely observing every detail
and technique to fine-tune each player’s optimum potential of excellence. The excitement, energy and adrenaline radiates from
the field, court and diamond. Scholastic
sports have become a significant part of the
culture of our society uniting towns, offices
and families under the common love for the
school colors.
With so much interest drawn to scholastic athletics, the potential revenue to be
earned has become a vital part of the strategic plan for each individual sport. The team
has expanded beyond the field. Now, insert

the entire Athletic Department – from the Athletic Director, the Marketing Director to the students passing out
T-shirts and flyers on campus and in the community. The
business of scholastic athletics supports the weight of
the teams by assuring the funds and community interest
is present and maximized.
When you think about going to see your favorite team
play, you instantly envision a certain atmosphere and environment. Though each of us have some differences in
our game-time experiences, most think of a stadium, coliseum or gymnasium filled with people cheering in support of their team. We never imagine going to an empty
stadium. The camaraderie and fellowship is a part of the
whole experience! Many long-term friendships and business partnerships have been established while enjoying
a sporting event.
	The horn just sounded…MACORK SOLUTIONS has
just entered the game…
	As a role player, our goal is to help facilitate the maximum exposure for the program and each team. On the
front end, we work closely with the Athletic and Marketing Directors to create an excitement in the community
about the upcoming season. From theme development,
capital campaign, photo shoots and a list of design projects, our team (inclusive of the school’s entire Athletic Department) begins workouts long before the first kick-off.
Our season, however, does not end with the opening tipoff. Throughout the season, meetings and phone conferences continue to make sure the momentum is not lost.
New campaigns and events are constantly being coordinated throughout the entire season. Our goal is to make
the game a community event you don’t want to miss.
	The success of the marketing plan translates to the
success of the entire program. The advantage of the home
team sits in the stands. Those cheering fans, friends and
family can be the difference between a win and a loss on
the field and in the bottom line of your revenue report.
	Our team brings relevant and innovative solutions to
an ever-changing industry. We anxiously anticipate our
chance to make a difference in the game. Let’s play ball.
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your sports
marketing
solution
Working with a creative
agency should be the most
rewarding and enjoyable
part of your day. As graphic
designers, brand consultants
and project managers, we
work hard to make that a reality. Our work reflects our
passion for sports and creativity, along with our excitement for ensuring that clients
experience that “wow” moment!
	Our objective is to research and utilize a variety
of media and styles to find
innovative and professional
solutions to your marketing
and promotional needs, and
most importantly improve
your team’s visual presence
in a world that is driven by
how and what we see.
We oversee a variety of
projects ranging from game
day programs and posters, to
schedule cards, logo design,
directories, brochures and
catalogs.

Project: 2010/2011 Football Poster
Specs: Full-Color, 36” x 24”
Creative services: Theme Development, Art Direction, Graphic Design
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Project: 2010/2011 Men’s Basketball Poster
Specs: Full-Color, 11” x 17”
Creative services: Theme Development, Art Direction, Graphic Design
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posters:
make an
impact
	All of the posters that
we’ve designed have one
thing in common – strong
visual impact! It usually
starts with the photos. We
can use existing action photos or we can use professional studio photography...
it just depends on what you
have available and the look
you want. If you have access
to a studio photographer
but don’t know exactly how
to arrange the shoot, then
we can art direct with the
photographer remotely to
assure that your photos
match the overall vision.
Quite often we get the
“just make it look good”
request. Maybe you’ve decided that all you need are
some action shots of your
players, the season schedule and some sponsor logos
but don’t have a particular
theme to design around.
That’s ok. We’ll come up
with a unique design that’s
customized specifically for
your team. We’ll even sort
through your action photos
and pick the ones we think
will work best for the design.
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Project: 2010/2011 Women’s Basketball Poster
Specs: Full-Color, 36” x 24”
Creative services: Theme Development, Photo Shoot Art
Direction, Graphic Design
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Project: 2011 Men’s Baseball Poster
Specs: Full-Color, 24” x 18”
Creative services: Theme Development, Art Direction, Graphic Design
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visual
consistency
is key
	One of the most overlooked aspects of a great
marketing campaign is consistency. Individual
pieces not only need the same relevant information but they also need the same visual message.
Even if each piece is slightly different from the
others in the campaign, fans are left with a confusing message. Letting us handle your creative

“Individual pieces not only need
the same relevant information
but they also need the same
visual message.”
helps avoid that problem.
We can develop the artistic component of
the campaign and then re-purpose the artwork
for the various media such as print or web advertising, brochures, signage or promotional giveaways. It’s also more cost-effective since we’re
not creating custom designs for each piece...simply implementing an existing design into a new
medium.
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Project: 2011 Women’s Softball Poster
Specs: Full-Color, 17” x 22”
Creative services: Art Direction, Graphic Design
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Project: 2011 Women’s Tennis Poster
Specs: Full-Color, 11” x 17”
Creative services: Theme Development, Art Directiono,
Graphic Design
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personalized
college sports
marketing
campaigns
	In the never-ending quest to keep
your message current and relevant,
marketing materials act as the face of
your program. Great marketing pieces
combined with effective game promotions can lead to a larger fan base,
increased attendance at events and
stronger community support for your
teams.
Whether you need to increase
ticket sales and renewals, sell booster
memberships, or increase donations,
we have the marketing solutions to
your college sports marketing needs.
	Our focus is on creating highly personalized marketing communications
that will engage and excite your fans
in ways your marketing likely never
has before.
We combine powerful imagery
with smart personalization to drive
curiosity, interest, and ultimately – response.

A

A

Project: 2011 Men’s Baseball
Schedule
Specs: Full-Color, 2-Sided, 8.5” x 11”
Creative services: Art Direction,
Graphic Design

B
Project: 2010/2011 Men & Women’s
Basketball Schedule Cards
Specs: Full-Color, 4” x 2.5” Final Folded Size
Creative services: Art Direction,
Graphic Design
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Project: 2010/2011 Rattler Basketball Season
Ticket Brochure
Specs: Full-Color, 11” x 8.5” Final Folded Size
Creative services: Art Direction, Graphic Design, Print Fulfillment

Project: 2010/2011 Rattler Basketball Group Tickets Brochure
Specs: Full-Color, 8.5” x 11” Final Folded Size
Creative services: Art Direction, Graphic Design, Print
Fulfillment
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Project: Rattler Sports - Fence Banner
Specs: Full-Color, 244’ x 14’
Creative services: Graphic Design
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Project: 2010 Volleyball Poster
Specs: Full-Color, 36” x 14”
creative services: Theme Development, Art Direction, Graphic Design
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